Designed to Support Physician Access

A customized order entry and results reporting solution, Sunquest Physician Portal for Anatomic Pathology (AP) is an essential tool for extending the AP laboratory’s opportunity to capture complete orders, improve patient safety, and deliver reliable results reporting to physicians within your community.

CLEAN ELECTRONIC ORDERS

• Deliver up to 100% of your inreach and outreach orders to the laboratory information system (LIS) electronically
• Pre-configured portal quickly connects physicians
• Auto-print requisitions, advanced beneficiary notifications (ABNs), and specimen labels at the time of order or specimen collection
• Access dynamic specimen source and site selection fields during order entry
• Pre-authorization and medical necessity support ensure payment for work performed

FAST RESULT DELIVERY

• Clean orders reduce reconciliation calls and improve turnaround time (TAT)
• Versatile PDF report delivery from secure portal
• Email notification of report availability
• Reports are auto-printed to printers at physician offices

OPTIONAL DEPLOYMENT MODELS

• Deployed as a private cloud-hosted SaaS or on-premise solution
STREAMLINE YOUR AP LAB’S OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

Sunquest Physician Portal for Anatomic Pathology can help reduce write-offs, accelerate collections, and increase operational efficiency. It does this by providing the tools necessary to reduce data entry errors, increase customer satisfaction, and ensure complete and accurate billing and clinical information.

INCREASED PHYSICIAN ACCESS  IMPROVED SEARCH  TARGETED RESULTS
DECREASE WRITE-OFFS  REPORT NOTIFICATIONS  PATIENT SAFETY SUPPORT

EXTEND ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY SERVICES TO PHYSICIANS NEARBY

Increase revenue stream, improve customer service, and deliver first-class order entry that is complete and billable the first time.

About Sunquest • The One delivering labs to new heights

Sunquest Information Systems Inc. provides diagnostic informatics solutions to laboratories worldwide. With our wide-ranging technical and cross-discipline expertise, and equally deep business acumen, no one is better equipped than Sunquest to transform your lab to meet today’s complex healthcare challenges and deliver next-level performance. Since 1979, Sunquest has helped laboratories and healthcare organizations enhance efficiency, improve patient care, and optimize financial results. Our capabilities include multi-site, multi-disciplinary support for complex anatomic, molecular and genetic testing, and support engagement with physicians and patients outside the hospitals at the point-of-care. Headquartered in Tucson, AZ with offices in Calabasas, London, Dubai, Bangalore and Brisbane, Sunquest is a global leader in healthcare information technology.